
Interactive Petrophysics
IP 2021.

Intuitive, accurate, robust and scalable, IP helps you improve reservoir 
performance throughout the entire asset lifecycle.
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We started out in 1760 as a marine 
classification society. Today, we’re 
one of the world’s leading providers of 
professional services for engineering 
and technology – improving safety and 
increasing the performance of critical 
infrastructures for clients in over 75 
countries worldwide.

The profits we generate fund the Lloyd’s 
Register Foundation, a charity which 
supports engineering-related research, 
education and public engagement around 
everything we do. All of this helps us stand 
by the purpose that drives us every single 
day: Working together for a safer world.

Digital is at the core of everything we 
do.

We help clients cut through their data 
noise to enhance asset performance, 
take an intelligent approach to risk 
management and ultimately give 
confidence that steers strategic 
operations.

We enable people to make smart use 
of data, to speak the same language as 

their assets and unlock their knowledge. 
That might be to discover the stress a 
ship has been exposed to, the potential 
of a new unconventional gas field or the 
operational safety of a nuclear power 
station – the conversation scope can be 
limitless.

Our powerful software family flows across 
sectors. Some are niche specialists, where 
others bring multi-industry skill. With 
intuitive interfaces and analysis tools, they 
make tactical sense of divergent data and 
produce fast, accurate answers. 

Working on live projects around the 
globe, our software is trusted by industry 
leaders, academics, regulatory bodies and 
technology innovators. It’s used by LR’s 
own specialist consultancy teams as part 
of our solutions. Some are standalone 
licenced products too.

For 250 years Lloyd’s Register has been 
helping make the world a safer place. Our 
digital developments have an intrinsic 
role in the next chapter of the journey. To 
give you confidence that what you build, 
operate or manage is safe and sustainable.

About Lloyd’s Register.
A bit about the current owner of Interactive Petrophysics (IP), Lloyd’s Register.

Our software portfolio 
includes:

Oil & Gas software
Industry leading tools for 
subsurface exploration, 
data visualisation and flow 
performance optimisation.

Marine software
Export tools to achieve & check 
compliance, model sructures & 
loads, manage projects & fleet 
operations.

Nuclear power software
World-class software to keep 
your nuclear assets safe and 
optimised.

Renewable energy software
Innovative software to help you 
manage risk, optimise asset 
performance and maximise 
the impact of data on your 
operations.

Asset management
Digital software and services to 
manage asset integrity & risk, 
and to optimise inspection & 
maintanance schedules.

IP is one of the 
key pillars of LR’s 
subsurface strategy 
and we are proud 
with the latest release and 
how we got to the content 
for IP 2021 – The subsurface 
team at LR brings a deep and 
wide experience knowledge 
base and practical delivery 
to our code design but what 
is more impressive is not just 
how the team pulls together 
but how we take a pulse from 
our clients and prospects on 
what’s important to them.  
During the pandemic we 
had to adapt to capture that 
“detailed advice” to make 
sure this release achieves the 
high standards we expect - I 
look forward to the 
rollout!

Tim Bisley
Director
Digital Products
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IP helps to characterize all aspects of your 
reservoir such as porosity, clay volume, fluid 
saturation and much more. IP is a unique and 
advanced interpretation program designed 
and developed by industry experts with 
Petrophysics at its core, but it can be used 
by all sub-surface disciplines. IP helps you 
improve reservoir performance throughout 
the entire asset life-cycle.

IP’s primary design principles are its graphical 
interface, speed and interactivity, coupled 
with robust and accurate interpretation. 
This means that data can be zoned, different 
methodologies applied, parameters 
interactively picked from cross plots, 
histograms and log plots, and the results 
will be instantaneously recomputed and 
displayed whenever changes are made.

This interactivity brings many benefits:

• Let the data guide you through the 
interpretation and bring greater insights 
and understanding, rather than forcing 
your pre-conceived notions onto the data

• Minimise user errors like typos and the 
mis-reading of numbers buried in tables

• Enhanced efficiency and productivity

IP enables you to maximize the value of 
your wellbore data with quick and confident 
analysis, whether you’re a casual user or a 
seasoned expert. The software is also used 
by universities and is an excellent tool for 
training geoscientists and engineers.

Introduction to Interactive 
Petrophysics.

IP is an industry leading, sub-surface data interpretation software package.

Lloyd’s Register

AppraisalExploration AbandonmentProductionDevelopment
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Switch to Interactive Petrophysics.

IP is the best-in-class tool for robust subsurface interpretations. It is stable, and minimises user errors 
through its interactive graphical interface. Whatever your experience level, IP offers a complete, cost-
effective solution enabling thorough analysis for making geological and petrophysical decisions.

Move to IP for a scalable solution within an intuitive, interactive tool, saving time and improving 
efficiency. IP is more than a petrophysical software. It enables Petrophysicists to determine porosity 
and water saturation while Geologists and Reservoir Engineers increase reservoir productivity.

Go faster. Move to IP. Here are six reasons why:

• It’s fast and interactive. 
With an intuitive, interactive tool, save time 
and improve efficiency with immediate 
parameter updates, reduced uncertainty and 
improved understanding of your data.

• It’s scalable and robust.
Benefit from a complete and customisable 
solution suited to your team/business needs. 
Use a complete package for more complex 
analysis.

• It’s cost-effective and best-in-class.
With the industry leading, deterministic, 
Porosity and Water Saturation workflow 
options for Organic Shales, Thin Beds and 
NMR interpretation come as standard IP 
modules.

• It’s intelligent and flexible. 
IP allows you to work with the data you have, 
it does not force you to make the data comply 
to a model. IP also handles time-based 
drilling data intelligently using intuitive 
workflows.

• It’s enabling and powerful.
Utilise IP for the entire life cycle of your 
asset IP to increase reservoir productivity. 
With workflows for Geologists and Reservoir 
Engineers, and a shared database with IC to 
incorporate even more geologic and reservoir 
data, IP is so much more than petrophysical 
software. 

• It’s stable and auditable.
Work without interruptions and track any 
changes for an optimal user experience.

Enabling confident insight through fast collaboration and powerful visualisation.
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IP 2021. Enhanced. Powerful. 
Intuitive.

Frank Whitehead, the original creator of 
Interactive Petrophysics in 1997, created 
the product for internal use in PGL to 
provide a step-change in the quality and 
efficiency of petrophysical interpretation. 
PGL was a subsurface consultancy and the 
home of IP when it was first released as a 
commercial product.

While the ownership of IP may have 
changed over the years the product and its 
development has remained consistent with 
many of the same team of Petrophysicists, 
Software Developers and Experts remaining 
in place for much of this journey.

I am a prime example of this, having joined 
PGL 14 years ago as a Senior Petrophysicist 
with 20 years’ experience in a service 
company prior to that. After PGL merged 
with Senergy I moved across to the IP team 
and have been the Product Champion for 
10 years now, which also included our move 
into LR.

The team have worked diligently over the 
years to constantly expand and evolve 
the product to meet the need of an ever 
changing market place. This consistency 
results in a high quality, uninterrupted 
service for our client base.

I am proud of the whole team that 
contributed to the release of our latest 
version, IP 2021, which brings a brand-new 
user experience that is contemporary and 
modern. As usual with a new release, there 
are a host of enhancements to your existing 
workflows along with some exciting new 
modules.

I am particularly pleased with the additions 
to our comprehensive Geomechanics 
suite and its inclusion in the Monte Carlo 
workflow, which means you can now fully 
assess the risk in your safe mud weight 
window, and the new Casing Inspection 
module, which adds significantly to our 
existing portfolio of 
Cased Hole modules.

Paul Spooner
IP Product Champion
Digital Products

Bringing confidence and intelligence to 
your subsurface interpretations.

A Brand New User Experience
IP 2021 benefits from refreshed branding and a 
completely new, cloud ready user interface.

Visualize Data in New Ways 
New chart styles such as Pie Charts and Rose plots 
allow  users to visualize data in new ways

Extract Deeper Insights from Existing Data
Textural Facies module allows for automated Rock 
Fabric determination from existing Image Log data 

Automate your QC Process
Automatically generate bad data flags using the new 
Log QC module then apply Auto-editing. 

Enhance your Well Integrity Management
New Casing Inspection modules is the latest of a full 
range of Cased Hole modules in IP 

Upgrade your Existing Workflows
A whole range of upgrades have been applied to the 
everyday functionality and advanced interpretation 
workflows you are already using 
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Customising IP.
IP has a huge range of optional modules which address a wide variety of challenges across subsurface domains. As each users requirements may differ, IP has a very flexible licensing 
system that allows our users to customise their IP experience and only purchase modules which add value to their needs. The Basic license also allows users to create their very own 
bespoke modules with minimal coding using our User App framework.

For those who want to run an advanced module but 
only require the absolute minimum functionality 
from the rest of IP. Includes Importing, Exporting, 
Data Visualization, Multi-Well Data Management.

IP Platform

IP Platform + Basic

For those who want to use the full power of IP. 
Includes everything in Platform license plus..

• Full data manipulation tools such as Create Curves, 
Editing Data, Shifting Data etc.

• All Calculations including Multi-Line Formulas, Basic 
Log Functions,  Environmental Corrections and more.

• Full Multi-Well Deterministic Petrophysics workflow 
including Clay Volume, Porosity & Water Saturation and 
Cut-Off &Summation modules.

• Additional Interpretation modules including 
Sigma Analysis, Unconventional Toolbox and NMR 
Interpretation.

• 3rd Party Connectors allowing users to easily move 
data to and from external products.

• User App framework allowing users to build their own 
bespoke, interpretation modules with minimal coding.

Choose your Base License

Then choose an IP bundle of Advanced Modules for your domain 
or mix and match any combination of individual modules

Reservoir 
Characterisation

Geomechanics

Geophysics

Geology

Well Operations

Machine Learning

Formation 
Evaluation

Cased Hole

Saturation Height
WITSML Connect

Acoustic Processing Mineral Solver

Casing InspectionImage AnalysisCurve PredictionWellbore Stability

Formation Testing

Cement Evaluation

Rock Typing Monte Carlo

Cement EvaluationCluster AnalysisRock TypingSandpit 3D

Hydraulic Flow 
Units

Chrono Log

Geosteering

MW Pore Pressure
Curve Prediction Rock Typing

Production LoggingSOMDTAMW Pore Pressure
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• Sasol

• Qatar Petroleum

• Mubudala Petroleum 
Ltd

• HESS Corporation

• Petro SA

• Total

• TAQA

• CNOOC

• Wintershall

• Oxy

• Apache

• Neptune

• University of Texas

• Aberdeen University

• Imperial College 
London

• University of Punjab

• Indian School of 
Mines

Out of over 600 companies and educational 
facilities using IP globally here are just a small 
selection of examples: 

Who are our clients?
Our Clients.

Company - Seplat

Client - Maduabuchi Ndubueze
Position - Chief Petrophysicist

“IP is robust with basic and advanced modules for 
all scope of formation evaluation. Notable among 
its advanced modules include Multiple Linear 
Regression, Cluster Analysis for Rock Typing, Principal 
Component Analysis, Hydraulic Flow Units, Saturation 
Height Function, etc. IP software is very user friendly 
(interactive) and compatible with other Petrophysics 
softwares. It has functionality that provides an 
enabling platform for subsurface project integration. 
Additionally, it’s Multi-function makes it convenient to 
evaluate several well logs simultaneously.”

Company - PetroSA

Client - Abdullah Jawoodien
Position - Principal Petrophysicist II

“As a long-time user of IP, I have found that IP is the 
most, user-friendly Petrophysical Interpretation 
package. It is also encouraging to see the range of 
a new functionality that is added regularly and the 
timely updates are a sign of a great package. [...] I 
believe that though the proactive, enthusiastic nature 
of the Account managers, I have dealt with; the deep 
knowledge of those I have collaborated with and the 
prompt response of the support staff; I have become 
a user and promoter of IP for life. Thank you for 
everything.”

Company - Neptune Energy

Client - Eva Gerick
Position - Corporate Petrophysical Advisor

“As always your “big picture” 
view well beyond the pure 
software application is very 
much appreciated and definitely 
an enrichment to the training.”

Company - Van Der Wal Petrophysics Ltd

Client - Jan van der Wal
Position - Consultant Petrophysicist

“Having recently concluded two studies in the Middle 
East, I wanted to mention some of my favourite 
features: mineral solver, rock typing, and programming. 
The multiwell mineral solver module was extremely 
useful for a re-evaluation study of 60+ wells. It was 
really fast, so easy to update the mineral model 
endpoints and / or a parameter setting for all wells or 
all models etc.”
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One constant, wherever and whenever you need us.

Our dedicated IP support team operates around the world 
providing outstanding customer service 24/7.

As an IP user, you have access to 
our LR Software Support Team.  
The team is available 365 days a 
year via phone, email, our web 
portal or online meetings.  We 
have team members spread across 
several of our global LR locations 
including Aberdeen and Kuala 
Lumpur. The Team are responsible 
for the excellent quality of support 
they offer across multiple pieces 
of software for various industries 
associated with LR’s offerings.

The Support Team continue to 
be a prime source of help and 

investment for our products.  
With the majority of our team 
coming from a geoscience-based 
background, their ability to relate 
to your requests relating to our 
cornerstone IP and IC subsurface 
applications is paramount to our 
success.

Operating alongside the Product 
Experts, Core Development and 
Testing teams, the Support Team 
are always ready to guide you as 
you get started and setting up your 
licences. 

Closed 90% of all 8016 tickets received in 
2020

Only 2% of tickets received are bugs.

Approximately 1/3 of tickets resolved in 
the first day.

Over 95% of tickets replied to within the first 
two hours.

As a global Software Support Team we have successfully

Support provides 24/7 
coverage via phone, 
email, portal or web 
meetings.

Provide basic training - 
onsite & public courses.

Multilingual team 
operating worldwide



Get in touch
Please visit www.lr.org 
for more information
Or email digitalproducts@lr.org

Training
LR offers IP and IC training courses in various locations as well as 
online via MS Teams. We can also build and teach tailored in-house 
courses to meet your individual needs.  Please contact your sales 
representative or IPsupport@lr.org to discuss.

Sales
LR has regional hubs in Europe, the Americas, the Middle East, Asia 
and Australia. To contact one of our sales teams for any of these 
regions, please email digitalproducts@lr.org 

Software Support
LR’s web portal provides first class support by a team dedicated 
to our software products. Email IPsupport@lr.org   

+44-2036088024
+1-713-489-3995
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